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In this study, the Commission1 has been considering the extent to which
nonprobate transfers (“NPTs”) should be liable for a decedent’s debts and family
protections. The study is based on a background report from the Commission’s
former Executive Secretary Nathaniel Sterling entitled Liability of Nonprobate
Transfer for Creditor Claims and Family Protections (“NPT Report”).2
Memorandum 2018-6 raised questions about the general direction of this
study and recommended that the Commission solicit public comment on how to
proceed. The Commission has received a letter from the Executive Committee of
the Trusts and Estates Section of the California Lawyers Association
(“TEXCOM”), which is attached as an Exhibit.
This memorandum provides a brief overview of the general issues in this
study and presents the letter from TEXCOM. These materials are intended as a
prompt for discussion of the general policy direction of this study.
BACKGROUND
Historically, a decedent’s property was generally distributed pursuant to a
will or rules of intestate succession, through a court-supervised probate
proceeding.3 In probate, the decedent’s property is gathered, used to pay debts

1. Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can
be obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s
website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff,
through the website or otherwise.
The Commission welcomes written comments at any time during its study process. Any
comments received will be a part of the public record and may be considered at a public meeting.
However, comments that are received less than five business days prior to a Commission
meeting may be presented without staff analysis.
2. The NPT Report is available at http://www.clrc.ca.gov/pub/BKST/BKST-L4100-NPTCreditors.pdf.
3. See NPT Report, p. 7.
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and satisfy any “family protections,”4 and the remainder is then distributed to
devisees and heirs clear of any claims.5
In the 1960s, the inter vivos or living trust became popular as a means of
avoiding the cost and delay of probate. Trusts are now “the standard method of
passing property at death.”6
In more recent years, the Probate Code has been amended to authorize other
types of NPTs, like pay-on-death bank accounts and transfer-on-death
registration of securities and vehicles.
Some forms of NPT may be liable for a decedent’s debts. For example, if a
decedent’s probate estate is inadequate, the decedent’s trust can be liable to the
decedent’s creditors.7 The recently authorized revocable transfer on death deed is
expressly liable.8
For other types of NPTs, the statutory law governing the specific NPT does
not provide for creditor liability.9 However, it is possible that a creditor could try
to impose liability on an NPT asset under more general laws (e.g., the law on
voidable transactions10).
It is not clear that any form of NPT is liable for family protections.11
The NPT Report indicates that the piecemeal development of NPT laws has
resulted in liability rules that are “unclear, inconsistent, and haphazard.”12
The rationale for the different liability treatment of probate property versus
nonprobate property is not obvious. This is particularly true in situations where
the asset transferred via NPT would be subject to liability were it instead
transferred by will or trust.

4. See, e.g., Prob. Code §§ 6500-6501 (temporary possession of dwelling), 6510-6511 (exempt
property set-aside), 6520-6528 (probate homestead), 6540-6545 (family allowance), 6600-6615
(small estate set-aside).
5. NPT Report, p. 7; Prob. Code §§ 9000-9399, 11400-11467.
6. See NPT Report, p. 8.
7. See Prob. Code § 19001.
8. See Prob. Code §§ 5670-5676.
9. NPT Report, p. 19.
10. See Civ. Code § 3439.
11. See CEB, California Estate Planning, § 6.5 (2017) (one potential disadvantage of a revocable
trust is “[f]amily members will not have the benefit of the family protection provisions of
[Probate Code] §§ 6500-6545, including the right to a probate homestead under [Probate Code] §
6520.”); but see NPT Report, p. 140 (Under abatement rules in the Probate Code, “[a]n argument
can be made that [an NPT] may already be subject to family protection statutes in many
circumstances.”); Prob. Code § 21401.
12. See NPT Report, p. 9.
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The NPT Report concludes with a proposal to reform the law to
comprehensively address and rationalize the liability rules for NPTs.13 Such a
reform could clarify how to satisfy a decedent’s debts and family protections
taking into account all of the decedent’s assets, regardless of how those assets are
transferred at death (e.g., will, trust, pay-on-death designation). Presumably, this
rule would offer clarity to creditors, family members and the recipients of the
decedent’s property as to which assets should be used to satisfy a particular
claim. It would also eliminate any inequities that might arise through the use of
NPTs that are not liable for the payment of debts.
STUDY APPROACH
Memorandum 2018-6 discussed the evolution of this study’s focus as it has
proceeded.14 That history is briefly summarized below.
Initial Focus: Stand-Alone Liability Principle
The Commission’s study of this topic was initially focused on a relatively
simple reform — enactment of a statutory principle of liability, without any
implementing rules or procedures. This narrow focus was intended to allow the
Commission, with a relatively modest commitment of resources, to gauge the
appetite for reform in this area.
It was thought that enactment of a liability principle by itself would be an
improvement on existing law,15 because it would eliminate the need for litigation
on the basic question of liability. The Commission recognized that this approach
would leave a number of important questions unanswered.16 For example, if
NPTs are liable for a decedent’s creditors, how should that liability be allocated
between different NPT beneficiaries? Should liability be limited to a pro rata
share? What is the procedure for enforcing this liability?
If the liability principle were enacted, the Commission could then decide
whether to conduct a follow-up study to address the unanswered questions.

13.
14.
15.
16.

See NPT Report, p. 151; see also id. at 151-160.
See generally Memorandum 2018-6, pp. 2-5.
NPT Report, p. 153.
See generally Memorandum 2018-6, pp. 3-4.
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New Study Focus: Comprehensive Liability Framework
At its June 2017 meeting, the Commission turned away from developing a
statutory liability principle. Instead, the Commission decided to investigate the
possibility of a reform based on Section 102 of the Uniform Nonprobate Transfers
on Death Act (“Uniform Act”).17 That provision makes NPTs potentially liable
for a decedent’s debts.18 It also provides a comprehensive process for
implementing that liability: In simplified terms, NPT assets needed to pay
creditors are pulled into a probate.19
Since that change in direction, staff memoranda have focused on
systematically working through specific implementation questions.20 The end
goal would be the development of a comprehensive liability framework based on
Uniform Act Section 102 (with changes appropriate to implementation in
California).
One major drawback of a comprehensive procedural approach to NPT
liability is that it would likely reinstate, to some extent, the costs and delays of
the probate process, which the decedent had presumably sought to avoid for
assets transferred by NPT. This could be seen as a significant change to existing
estate planning policy.
REQUEST FOR COMMENT
At its February 2018 meeting, the Commission directed the staff to reach out
to stakeholders, seeking public comment on the policy merits and practicability
of the following reform approaches:
(a) Develop a simple NPT liability principle, without implementing
procedural rules.
(b) Develop a comprehensive NPT liability framework (e.g., Section
102 of the Uniform Act).
(c) Do not pursue a general reform on the issue of NPT liability, but,
perhaps address narrower issues on this topic including:
17. Section 102 of the Act is codified as Section 6-102 of the Uniform Probate Code. The
Uniform Probate Code and the Uniform Act are available at the following addresses,
respectively: http://www.uniformlaws.org/shared/docs/probate%20code/
UPC_Final_2017mar30.pdf; http://www.uniformlaws.org/shared/docs/
nonprobate%20transfers%20on%20death/unptda_final_with98amend.pdf.
18. See Uniform Act § 102(b), (c).
19. See Uniform Act § 102(b).
20. See generally Memorandum 2017-36; Memorandum 2017-46.
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(1) Consider whether the law should be reformed to address
concerns about the decision in Kircher v. Kircher.21
(2) Consider whether certain existing probate family protections
should be extended to NPTs.22
The staff reached out to potentially interested organizations, seeking public
comment on these issues. The organizations contacted by the staff represent
practitioners, the courts and judges, public guardians, creditors, financial
institutions, seniors, and low-income persons.
In response to that request, the Commission received comment from
TEXCOM. The staff greatly appreciates their input. If the Commission receives
comment from other groups before the meeting, such comment will also be
presented for consideration. Stakeholders are also encouraged to attend the
meeting and testify orally.
TEXCOM recommends against the Commission pursuing any general reform
on the issue of NPT liability (i.e., developing either a liability principle or a
comprehensive liability framework).23
TEXCOM does not believe that there is a significant problem under existing
law.24 They note that the assets that would be governed by the reform “for which
there is no current NPT liability is greatly limited.”25 Recall that assets that pass
by living trust are potentially liable to a decedent’s creditors.26
TEXCOM considers existing law on NPT liability to be adequate.27
Overall, TEXCOM’s comments seem to indicate that the benefits of an NPT
liability reform would be outweighed by the costs and burdens that the liability
rule would impose in practice.28 TEXCOM points out that the process of
collecting NPT assets for allocation of creditor claim liability “will require an
inordinate amount of effort relative to the claimed advantage of pro rata
liability.”29

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

189 Cal. App. 4th 1105, 117 Cal. Rptr. 3d 254 (2010), rev. denied 2011 Cal. LEXIS 1437.
See Minutes (Feb. 2018), p. 5; Memorandum 2018-6, pp. 5-6.
Exhibit p. 9.
Exhibit pp. 7-8.
Exhibit p. 7.
See Prob. Code § 19001; see also Exhibit p. 7.
Exhibit p. 8.
See generally Exhibit pp. 7, 8.
Exhibit p. 8.
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TEXCOM also notes that a general NPT liability reform would “undermine[]
the decedent’s effort to avoid probate through the use of NPTs.”30
Instead, TEXCOM recommends that the Commission consider the more
targeted reforms suggested in option (c) set out above:
(1) Consider whether the law should be reformed to address concerns
about the decision in Kircher v. Kircher.31
(2) Consider whether certain existing probate family protections
should be extended to NPTs.32
CONCLUSION
The Commission needs to decide how to proceed in this study. It could
decide to continue with the focus that the study currently has (or return to
working on a stand-alone liability principle). Or it could set those more general
goals aside and work on narrower reforms, as TEXCOM recommends.
How would the Commission like to proceed?
Respectfully submitted,
Kristin Burford
Staff Counsel

30. Exhibit p. 8.
31. 189 Cal. App. 4th 1105, 117 Cal. Rptr. 3d 254 (2010), rev. denied 2011 Cal. LEXIS 1437.
32. Exhibit p. 9.
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